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About This Software

VirtualHere allows you to use the XBox One Wireless Controller, steering wheels, microphone, headphones, flight sticks, PS3
controllers, bluetooth adapters, and many other USB devices directly on your Steam Link!

Click here for FAQ

VirtualHere improves the compatibility of most gaming controllers because it transmits the actual USB signal between the
Steam Link and the remote pc. The remote PC thinks the gaming controller is local to it, whereas really its plugged into your
Steam Link. VirtualHere uses the Steam Link network connection as a USB cable and you can share up to 3 devices at a time
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Perhaps more similar to the original Rogue than most roguelikes. It is minimalist, difficult, and adorable.. Throw, dogde and kill
all your friends until there are none left. Friendless, but still happy. 10\/10 would play again.. One of the deepest games I've ever
played. Only recommended if you are prepared to have a mindblowing experience. Excellent. But also weird af. Deal with it..
crashes dont waste time on this move on and find something more reliable.. just like bart. Maybe it will work, and if it does I
will change this review.
EDIT:
These devs have been insanely kind, always asking to see if this game has been working for me or not. And finally, it does. I
actually feel bad for posting a negative review. These guys have been so kind and fixed the error that simply for that, these guys
deserve a reccomended.

As for the game:
Simplistic and fun. Its a very kid-friendly but sometimes challenging game that has potential to occupy you for hours. my only
complaint is the controlls which are a little weird, with no easy way of changing them. But yeah, give the game a try! So cheap,
why not?
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First I want to say this game reminds me a log of Myst, and in many ways is better than that game. Like you have much greater
freedom of movement and if you want to jump off that cliff or jump to that ledge you can. It also looks amazing in non-VR 4K
and I have only run into one bug in world 3, and it was not a show stopping one. Now for the Pros vs. Cons:

The Cons:

 There are bugs, as seen on the discussion for this game but I also see the developer responding there as well.

 The game is short. There are only 4 worlds to visit, and even with the extra runes you have to collect there is limited
replayability.

 If you miss one of the runes, and need to go back for it you have to complete every puzzle in a world you have
completed up to it. This often means you have to replay every puzzle, jump, and vista up to the rune you missed.

The Pros:

 This game looks amazing and the environments are properly varied. You also get to cycle rain, snow, and if its night or
day, and this makes every one of the landscapes really come alive. Also I find the architecture stunning, especially in the
4th desert world.

 Freedom of movement and encouragement to explore. There are hidden runes and plenty to explore, and I really wanted
to poke in every nook and cranny to just see how beautiful the game was. Also in most cases if you can see it, you can
get to it in this game.

 I have enjoyed the puzzles in this game and found them to be about the correct difficulty, as in I could solve them with
some though and exploration and never got so stuck that I could not think about the puzzle and figure it out. I also like
the various mechanics the puzzles use and find them varied enough they don't get repetitive.

 The music works very well for this game, and while there is nothing to make me run out and buy the sound track I did
not find at any point that I got tired of hearing the same track loop.

 The poems that lay out each worlds story are fully voiced and really add to the game. The writing of them is superb, but
I do have one gripe. That is the voice only plays the first time you pick up one of the verses.

. This is the space ARPG I've always wanted. Even as an Early Access title, the game is incredibly compelling and feels great to
play. The lore is consistent and intriguing, combat is explodey and satisfying.. It's difficult to decide whether to recommend, or
not recommend this game. Graphically, it's very nice to look at. The game also includes bosses this time around. You basically
try to match 3 or more balls circling around the boss a few times to pass the boss stage. There are 4 difficulties. Unfortunately,
the game lacks any sort of depth to make me want to keep playing. If you enjoy the single game mode that the game offers to
play over and over, then you will be happy with it. The upgrades you can unlock will reset everytime you start a new game. If
those stayed permanently leveled up, that would give me a lot more reason to play it. It's also the hardest Luxor game in the
series. Normal difficulty is hard enough, but the 2 harder ones will require lots of game overs and restarts to pass the stages. I
got about 4 hours out of this game, before I didn't feel like playing anymore.. So I got this game out of curiosity I\u2019ve
always been interested in it but I never got it because I thought it would be another one of those basic Rpg maker horror games.
But this game blew my expectations out of the window with the music the story telling and the horror elements. Let\u2019s first
talk about the music since I don\u2019t have much to say about it. I loved it each song fit very well with each situation it was
part with it either made the situation more creepy or made it more intense. Now the story telling is another thing I liked about
this game I loved how we get to see how f****** crazy the father is and Aya still wanting to save him because of the promise
she made to her mom,also liked how some of the spirts we got to see why they were killed by the father. Finally the horror oh
man I gotta say it was pretty good now it did have a few cliches but it makes up for it with some of its more unique horror not
going to spoil them because... I want you to play the game yourself!
. It's not that bad of a game i guess. It could be better. Wish there were more choices for this type.. Magnetic by Nature is a very
interesting and cool platformer that brings a lot to the genre. As much as I don't like platforming games, Magnetic by nature
with its pretty and cute aesthetic and very cool gameplay concepts managed to grasp my attention and I would definitely
recommend this game to anyone that likes platforming games as well as for those who want to get into this genre and starting
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with game would be a great idea.

Fixed BSOD in win7 with multiple xbox controlers:
Some xbox controllers have identical serial numbers. This caused a BSOD in windows 7 (or earlier windows). this is now fixed. 
Fixed Client crash in windows 64:
Some customers reported a the client sometimes crashed on startup in win64. This should be fixed now. Updated VirtualHere
USB Client to 4.0.6:
This provides further stability improvements. VirtualHere now available on Android:
Anyone who owns VirtualHere for Steam Link automatically gets access to VirtualHere for Android for no extra cost.

VirtualHere for Android provides the same functionality as the Steamlink version, but runs on Android and works together with
the new Steam Link Android App.

Just download VirtualHere from the Play Store https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.virtualhere.androidserver

When installed, the Steam Link Android App will detect VirtualHere functionality and add the VirtualHere option to the
Settings menu. Then it works just like before.

Most Android devices have a better CPU than the Steam Link so performance should be pretty good!
. Updated VirtualHere Client to 3.8.7:
I managed to reproduce a BSOD when disconnecting an xbox one wireless controller, so this update should fix this. Updated
VirtualHere to 4.5.4:
This should fix the Notification popup issue that people were reporting.
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